


WELCOME TO THUG LIFE THE RULES

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?

THE SET-UP

The player who has committed a crime most recently takes the Big Boss token and 
goes FIRST. If Bosses can’t decide; argue about it…then decide randomly.

107x Street cards
5x Turn summary cards

54x Thug standees
(6 sets of 9 Thugs)

8x Cop standees
9x Homie standees

3x Pit Bull miniatures

1x Big Boss token
6x Respect tokens

6x Hood boards
1x Street Board
2x Street Dice

(RED Fight and BLACK Crime)

In Thug Life, Players take on the roles of Crime Bosses fighting for respect on the 
mean streets of America. Respect is earned by completing Crimes, winning Fights, 
playing cards and holding on to your Stash. The first Boss to earn 13 Respect wins the 
game.

Thug Life is played in rounds with 5 Steps:
1. Name Big Boss * 2. Reveal Drama * 3. Boss Turns * 4. Check for Shift Change
5. Award Stash Bonus. We will walk you through each of these below:

Each player gets one Boss turn every round starting with the Big Boss and then 
the next Boss sitting to the left and so on. Each Boss’ turn consists of a Drama 
phase, a Street phase and a Draw phase:

Check the Drama cards in play near the Street board. Resolve any effects that 
apply to you.

Discard any number of cards and draw back to a hand of (3) cards.
The current Boss’ turn ends and the next Boss to the left begins their turn.
If this is the last Boss in sequence, then move on to Step 4.

Perform any of the following three actions in any order, any number of times:
a) Jump In: Move one Prospect from your Stash into the front of your Hood board, 
making him/her a Thug.
b) Grind: Place a Thug from your Hood (not a Prospect from your Stash) into the 
Streets and then add one Dolla into your Stash. If there are no more Dollas in the 
Streets, you can not perform Grind actions. 
c) Pick a Fight: Start a Fight against another Boss. For details; see “Fights” on 
page XX.
d) Attempt a Crime: Play a Crime card into the Streets and attempt to resolve it. 
For details; see “Crimes” on page XX.
e) Upgrade your Hood Board: Place an upgrade card (Ride, Turf, or Crime) on 
your Hood board. Upgrades cost no action to activate once they have beenplaced 
on your Hood board.

1. Place the Street board in the middle of 
the table.

2. Shuffle the Drama deck and place it 
onto the Street board. 

3. Shuffle and Divide the Street deck 
into  TWO equal stacks and place them 
so that all Bosses have access to them 
easily. 

4. Place TWO Cop figures into the 
Streets on the Street Board. 

5. Place the remaining Cop, Pitbull and 
Homie figures off to the side.

Each Boss should have the following:
1x  Hood board
9x  Thugs (same color)
1x  Respect token (same color as Thugs)
3x  Street cards from the top of a deck
1x  Dolla

The Boss with the highest Respect 
becomes the Big Boss. In case of ties, the 
Big Boss from last round chooses which of 
the tied Bosses goes first.

The Big Boss reveals a new Drama card 
and adds it to the Drama cards already in 
play.  If this puts the total Drama in play to 
4 or more, discard the oldest Drama card 
until only 3 remain

1. Place THREE  Thugs onto the front portion 
(non-Stash side) of each Hood Board.
2. Place the remaining SIX Thugs in each 
Stash. These thugs are called Prospects 
and are temporarily out of play, waiting to 
be jumped in.
3. Place the ONE Dolla in each Stash.
4. Place each player’s Respect token on the 
Respect tracker number that corresponds 
to the number of Bosses in the current 
game.

**PREPARE THE STREETS** **PREPARE THE BOSSES**

**HOOD SET-UP**

**STEP 1: NAME BIG BOSS** **STEP 2: REVEAL DRAMA**

**STEP 3: BOSS TURNS**

1) Drama Phase

3) Draw Phase

2) Street Phase
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The Shift Change is a reset button in Thug Life. Sometimes this can be 
advantageous, other times it will cause you a world of hurt. Carry-out a Shift 
Change IF one of the following conditions are met at the end of a round:

a) The Hood of any Boss has no Thugs on it.
b) There are no Cops in the Streets. 

At the end of each round, the Big Boss awards each Boss with 1 Respect for every 
3 Dollas they have in their Stash.

**GENERAL FIGHT RULES**

If a Shift Change occurs:

1. Return all Thugs, Rides and Homies to 
their Hood board. (front portion, not to the 
Stash).

2. Reset used Turf cards. 

3. Reset the number of Cops in the Streets 
to 2. 

4. Each Boss draws from the Street deck 
until they are holding THREE cards.

5. Discard all active Drama cards.

Step 1: Choose a Target
  >> Choose any number of Thugs (minimum 1), Rides, and Homies from your Hood 
Location.
  >> Choose a target: a Hood, the Cops or Thugs in the Streets. 

NOTE: A Boss cannot choose a Fight action if they have no Thugs to commit from 
their Hood. Thugs in the Street or Prospects in the Stash cannot be used.

Step 2: Play Weapon cards.
  >> Each Boss may play Weapons (Street cards) from their hands in a Street Fight or 
Hood Fight.

Step 3: Roll Dice, Apply Kill Results, Apply Modifiers
  >> Both Bosses in the Fight roll the Red Fight Dice simultaneously (If the Fight is with 
the Cops, the Boss to the left of the active Boss rolls the dice for the Cops).
>> Apply Kill results (skulls) immediately. Thugs/Cops are removed from the fight 
BEFORE applying their Power in the next step.
  >> After applying Kill results, apply Power modifiers from Rides, Homies, Weapons, 
and possible +2 Hood bonus (see Hood Fights below).

If NO Shift Change occurs:

1. Thugs, Rides and Homies remain in the 
Streets and cannot be used again until a 
Shift Change occurs. 

2. Used Turf cards remain inactive.

3. The Cops in the Streets and Drama 
cards remain into the next round.

FIGHT RULES

The game continues until one Boss earns their 13th point of Respect. The final point 
of Respect MUST be earned with a Fight against another Boss!!
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Bosses may use ONE Action to Pick a Fight during the Street Phase. 
There are 3 Types of Fights: Hood Fights, Street Fights, and Cop Fights.

**STEP 4: CHECK SHIFT CHANGE**

**STEP 4: CHECK STASH BONUS**

>> Play a Crime card into the Streets. 
>> Choose any number of Thugs (minimum 1), Rides or Homies from your Hood (you 
cannot use Thugs, Rides, or Homies already in the Streets). 
>> Roll the CRIME DIE. 
 > Add one Power for each Thug along with any bonuses from Homies, Rides or 
Weapons, to the result of your CRIME DIE. 
>> Compare results:
 > If the total Power is equal to or higher than the red Power rating of the Crime, the 
Crime is a success and you gain its rewards.
 > If the total Power is lower than the red Power rating of the Crime, the Crime is a 
failure. That Boss does not collect the reward and must fight the Cops.
 > If the Boss rolls a “Shield”, add one Cop to the Streets, the Crime is a failure, and 
that Boss must fight the Cops. See “Cop Fights” detailed below.

ATTEMPTING A CRIME

NOTE: All Thugs, Rides and Homies used in Crimes remain in the Streets and 
cannot be used again until a Shift Change occurs.
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**GENERAL FIGHT RULES (continued)**
When a Boss Picks a Fight with Thugs in the Streets, they must Fight ALL of that Boss’ 
Thugs, Homies, and Rides in the Streets.

  >> Bosses may not single out targets. After resolving a Fight in the Streets, the winner 
gains ONE Respect and the loser loses ONE Respect and removes one of their Thugs 
from play. 
  >> If either Boss rolls a SHIELD on their FIGHT DIE, add a Cop figure to the Streets. 
  >> If both Bosses roll a SHIELD on their FIGHT DIE add TWO Cops to the Streets. 
 >>> The Fight ends.
 >>> The Cops now Pick a Fight with each Boss, starting with the attacking Boss.

When a Boss Picks a Fight with the Cops, they are the attacker and must fight ALL the 
Cops in the Streets. 

When a Boss fails a Crime, they are attacked by the Cops and the Cops are the attackers.

  >> The Boss only Fights with the Thugs, Rides, and Homies used in the Crime. Bosses 
can still add Weapon or Caution cards (as applicable) to the Fight. In either case, if the 
Cops win, ALL Thugs are placed in their Boss’ Stash, Homies are removed from play 
and all Rides are discarded. 
  >> If the Boss wins they gain TWO Respect and all Cops are removed from play.

Hoods 
The Hood Board represent a Boss’ power base and criminal infrastructure. 
  >> Hoods provide +2 Power to defending Bosses if they have at least ONE Thug on their 
Hood when a Fight begins. 
 > If there are no Thugs on the Hood there is no bonus.
  >> Thugs, Turf, Homies, Rides and Dollas all have designated placement locations on 
their Hood Board.
 > Thugs are placed in the front yard of a Boss’ Hood.
 > Thugs not in play are called Prospects and are placed in the back yard of a Boss’ 
Hood and may not be targeted.
 > Thugs that have been used in Crimes and Fights are placed in the Streets. They 
are Burnt Out and cannot be used again until a Shift Change occurs. They may still 
defend themselves if attacked.

**STREET FIGHT RULES**

**COP FIGHT RULES**
**HOOD FIGHT RULES**

When a Boss Picks a Fight against a Hood they must fight all of the Thugs on that 
Hood (Do Not include Prospects in a Boss’ Stash).

  >> The defending Boss gains a Hood bonus of +2 Power if they have at least ONE 
Thug on their Hood. If there are no Thugs on their Hood there is no Bonus.
For more info, see “Raiding Empty Hoods” on the next page.
  >> The winner gains ONE Respect and may also Raid the Hood, taking ONE Dolla 
from the Stash and adding it their own. 
  >> The defeated Boss loses ONE Respect and ONE Thug (if any remain after 
applying Kill results).

NOTE: If the Fight ends with both sides being wiped out, both Bosses gain (1) 
Respect.

Raiding Empty Hoods
A Boss can Pick a Fight against an empty Hood (no Thugs on it).
Treat this action as a “Raid” Crime (see “Attempt a Crime” on page XX). 
  >> If the Crime is successful, the attacking Boss takes TWO Dollas from that Boss’ Stash 
but gains no Respect. 
  >> The Raided Boss loses ONE Respect.

Drive By
This special attack allows Bosses to ignore all Hood bonuses (including Pit Bulls) when 
Picking a Fight against a Hood. 
  >> The Boss must use a Ride card from their Hood or from their hand.
  >> The Boss cannot make a Drive By with more figures than the Ride‘s Drive by value.
  >> A Boss may combine multiple Rides in a Fight or Drive By but cannot combine Rides 
and figures on foot in a single Fight or Drive By.

Step 4: Compare Power Totals and Apply Results
  >> Compare final Power totals simultaneously. The higher Power total wins the Fight.
  >> If there is a tie, the attackers wins.
  >> All Thugs, Rides and Homies used in the Fight remain in the Streets and cannot be 
used again until a Shift Change occurs.

NOTE: Picking a Fight is a Crime.
Any effect that targets Crimes may also target a Fight.

LOCATIONS & PLACEMENT



**LOCATIONS & PLACEMENT (continued)** **FIGURES (continued)**
Upgrades
Upgrades are Street Cards placed on your Hood for extra benefits. (see option 5 of the 
Street Phase) They  include Turf, Homies and Rides and require ONE action to place.
  >> Place upgrades next to a Boss’ Hood in the their named spaces. 
  >> There is no limit to the amount of Turf, Homie or Ride cards that may be placed next 
to a Hood.
  >> Built Upgrades may be used again and again if they are not Burnt Out (played in a 
Fight or Crime action). They will not be available until reset during a Shift Change (see 
page 4).

Dollas
When earned, Dollas are placed into a Boss’ Stash. If there are no Dollas in the Streets, 
Grind actions can not be performed.

The Streets
The Streets are represented by the Street Board. 
  >> Place a Thug, Ride or Homie that are used in a Fight or Crime into the Streets.
  >> Place a Homie that has used its special ability into the Streets.
  >> Thugs, Rides and Homies placed in the Streets are Burnt Out. They will not useable 
again until a Shift Change occurs. (see page 4).

There are SIX types of Street Cards in Thug Life. If the Street deck ever runs out of 
cards during a game, simply shuffle the discard pile place it back on the Streets.

CAUTION CARDS
Caution cards may be played whenever the text on each card indicates. 
  >> Follow the rules on each card.
  >> Caution cards do not count as an action when played.

CRIME CARDS
Crime cards are played during your Street phase. They cost ONE action to play. 
  >> Fights are also considered Crimes. 
  >> A minimum of (1) Thug is always required to attempt a Crime.

HOMIE CARDS
An Upgrade action is required to play a Homie card but Homies are free to use if they 
are not Burnt Out. 
  >> Place Homie cards in the named slot on your Hood and place their unique figure on 
the card.
  >> Use Homies in Crimes and Fights or play them into the Streets to use their unique 
abilities, follow the rules on each card. 
  >> Place Homies into the Streets if used to defend in a Hood Fight; they are considered 
Burnt Out and cannot be used again until a Shift Change occurs. 

RIDE CARDS
An Upgrade action is required to play a Ride card but Rides are free to use once placed. 
  >> Place Rides in their named slot on a Boss’ Hood. 
  >> Follow the rules on each card for Rides that have unique abilities.
  >> Use Rides in Crimes and Fights (Drive Bys). 
  >> Rides require a minimum of 1 figure to use and have a maximum printed in the 
description of the card.
  >> If a Ride in the Streets has no figures in it (due to a Fight or other effect), discard the 
Ride card. 
  >> Once used, Rides are Burnt Out and cannot be used again until a Shift change occurs. 
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FIGURES
Thug figures
>> Each Boss has a maximum gang size of NINE Thugs. 
>> There is no way to exceed this limit (even with the Traitor Card). 
>> Thugs add ONE Power to any Fight or Crime they are used in.

Homie figures 
>> Homie figures have unique abilities that occur when played into the Streets. 
>> There is no limit to the amount of Homie figures you can place next to your 
Hood.
>>Using a Homie’s ability does NOT require an action once they are in play.

Cop figures 
>> Each time a SHIELD is rolled on a Street Die, add ONE Cop to the Streets. 
 > Add nothing If there are no Cops available. 
>> Leave Cops in the Streets that win Fights.
>> Remove Cops from the Streets that lose Fights.

Pit Bull figures
>> Pit Bull figures are placed on your Hood after playing a Pit Bull card. 
>> Place nothing if there are no more Pitbull figures available. 
>> Add ONE Power to a defending Boss in a Hood Fight if a Pit Bull is present.
>> When removing Kills, you may remove Pit Bulls instead of Thugs. 
>> Pit Bulls do not count as Thugs and do not grant a Hood bonus if defending a 
Hood without Thugs. Pit Bulls may not be removed from Hoods for any reason 
other than being remove by Kills.

STREET CARDS
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**STREET CARDS (continued)**
TURF 
An Upgrade action is required to play a Turf card but Turfs are free to use once placed. 
  >> Place Turfs in the named slot on your Hood. 
  >> Flip Turf cards over once Burnt Out. Turfs stay flipped over and can’t be used again 
until a Shift change occurs.

WEAPONS
Weapon cards are free to use and are discarded after each Fight. 
  >> Play Weapons any time before you roll your FIGHT or CRIME.
  >> Follow the rules on the card. 
  >> Apply the effect to the result of a Boss’ FIGHT or CRIME die.

STEALING UPGRADES
If a Ride, Turf or Homie changes owner, the new owner leaves that upgrade in the state 
they took control of it, whether it was on a Hood, Burnt Out in the Streets, flipped or 
unflipped.
  >> If a Boss takes a Homie who is Burnt Out in the Streets using the Extortion card, the 
Homie card is placed on the Boss’ Hood but the Homie remains Burnt Out in the Street. 
  >> If a Boss take a Ride that is Burnt Out in the Streets using the Car Jack card, it remains 
in the Streets. 
  >> If a Boss plays Claim Turf card on an unflipped Turf, you add the Turf to your Hood 
and the Boss may use it immediately for free.

Thank you for playing the
Preview Edition of Thug Life.

if you have any questions or feedback,
please contact Jason Serrato at:

jasonserrato1@gmail.com




